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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of atomic multicasting messages in asynchronous distributed
systems. Firstly, we give a characterization of the notion of genuine atomic multicast. This
characterization leads to a better understanding of the di3erence between atomic multicast and
atomic broadcast, and to make a clear distinction between genuine atomic multicast algorithms
and non-genuine atomic multicast algorithms. Secondly, we consider a system with at least two
processes among which one can crash, and we show that, in contrast to atomic broadcast, genuine
atomic multicast is impossible to solve with failure detectors that are unreliable, i.e., that cannot
distinguish crashed processes from correct ones. Finally, we discuss a way to circumvent the
impossibility result, by restricting the destinations of multicasts to sets of disjoint process groups,
each group behaving like a logically correct entity. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Distributed algorithms; Fault-tolerance; Atomic multicast;
Unreliable failure detectors
1. Introduction
The motivation of this paper is to better understand the characteristics of the atomic
multicast problem, and in particular to ;nd out whether the possibility and impossibility
results stated for atomic broadcast [5], also apply to atomic multicast.
An atomic broadcast primitive enables messages to be sent to all the processes in a
system, with the guarantee that all correct processes (those that do not crash) agree on
the sequence of messages they deliver. This primitive provides the agreement both on
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(1) the set of messages delivered, and (2) the order according to which the messages
are delivered. Contrary to a broadcast that is targeted to the set of all the processes
in a system, a multicast can be targeted to a subset of the processes. Apart from this,
similarly to atomic broadcast, atomic multicast ensures that (1) the correct addressees
of every message agree either to deliver or not the message, and (2) no two correct
processes deliver any two messages in a di3erent order.
It is easy to see that atomic multicast can be used to implement atomic broad-
cast, simply by atomic multicasting every message to all the processes in the sys-
tem. A consequence of this transformation, together with the FLP result [9] (which
states that consensus is impossible to solve in asynchronous systems if one process
can crash), and the equivalence of atomic broadcast and consensus [5], is that atomic
multicast is impossible to solve in asynchronous systems if one process can crash.
Another consequence is that any lower bound result on the knowledge about fail-
ure detection needed to solve atomic broadcast, directly applies to atomic multicast,
e.g. [4].
A natural question is then whether we can implement atomic multicast with atomic
broadcast. This means that we could solve atomic multicast in asynchronous systems
augmented with failure detectors, even if such failure detectors are unreliable, i.e.,
cannot distinguish the situation where some process has crashed from the situation
where the process is correct, but just slow for instance [5].
At ;rst glance, it might seem that the answer is yes, as a simple atomic multicast
algorithm can be obtained from any atomic broadcast algorithm as follows: consider
a message m to be multicast to a subset Dst(m) of the processes in the system :
(1) m is broadcast, together with the information Dst(m), to all the processes in ;
(2) a process pi ∈ only delivers m if pi ∈Dst(m). This transformation of atomic
broadcast into atomic multicast, leads however to a feigned multicast algorithm, because
for Dst(m)⊂, all the processes in the system are involved in the algorithm, even those
that are not concerned with the message m. Hence, a multicast to a small subset turns
out to be as costly as a broadcast (to all) and the bene;t of a multicast (namely
scalability) is in this case lost.
To distinguish such naive implementations of feigned multicast from genuine multi-
cast, we introduce a property called minimality which reFects the scalability of a mul-
ticast, and we require from any genuine multicast that it satis;es this property. Roughly
speaking, the minimality property states that only the sender and the addressees of a
message should be involved in the protocol needed to deliver the message. It is obvious
that the naive atomic multicast implementation above, using atomic broadcast, does not
satisfy the minimality property, as every process in the system, even if not concerned
by a message, is involved in the protocol needed to deliver the message.
We show that in a system with at least two processes, among which one can crash,
there exists no genuine atomic multicast algorithm using a failure detector that can be
wrong about at least two processes. This impossibility result holds even if channels are
reliable and all processes but one are correct. A corollary of this result is that genuine
atomic multicast is strictly harder than atomic broadcast.
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Our impossibility result actually explains why atomic multicast algorithms
proposed in the literature either (1) are not fault-tolerant, e.g. [20], (2) require re-
liable failure detection, e.g. [2, 10, 14], (3) ensure only local total order, e.g. [3], (local
total order does not prevent processes in intersecting destination sets from deliver-
ing messages in di3erent orders [13]), or (4) are not genuine multicast algorithms
[7, 1, 8].
Our impossibility result is somehow frustrating because the minimality property that
makes an atomic multicast algorithm scalable, and hence well suited for large scale
systems, is precisely the property that makes the problem impossible to solve with
unreliable failure detection, which is the typical case in large scale systems. We present
a way to circumvent the impossibility result, by restricting the possible destination sets
of multicasts. We assume that messages are not multicast to sets of individual processes,
but are rather multicast to sets of non-intersecting process groups, each group behaving
like a logically correct entity. This is for instance the case when implementing static
transactions on replicated objects: each replicated object is represented by one group
[19] and a majority of processes are assumed to be correct within each group. We
discuss two algorithms that implement a genuine atomic multicast primitive to sets of
non-intersecting process groups.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the system model.
Section 3 de;nes genuine atomic multicast. Section 4 characterizes the notion of un-
reliable failure detector. Section 5 states and proves our impossibility result. Section 6
discusses how to circumvent this result. Section 7 summarizes the main contributions
of the paper.
2. Model
Our model of asynchronous computation with failure detection is similar to the one
described in [5]. In the following, we recall some important de;nitions and we introduce
new ones that are needed to prove our result. The reader interested in speci;c details
about the original model should consult [5].
2.1. Processes and failures
A discrete global clock is assumed, and , the range of the clock’s ticks, is the set
of natural numbers. Processes do not have access to the global clock. The distributed
system consists of a set  of n processes (i.e., ||= n). Processes fail by crashing
and a process p is said to crash at time t if p does not perform any action after
time t (the notion of action is recalled in Section 2.3). Failures are permanent, i.e.,
no process recovers after a crash. A correct process is a process that does not crash.
Otherwise the process is said to be faulty. A failure pattern is a function F from 
to 2, where F(t) denotes the set of processes that have crashed through time t. We
assume, as in [5], that in any failure pattern, there is at least one correct process. The
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set of correct processes in a failure pattern F is noted correct(F), while the set of
faulty processes in F is noted faulty(F).
2.2. Failure detectors
A failure detector history is a function H from  ×  to 2, where for every
process p∈, for every time t ∈, H (p; t) denotes the set of processes suspected (to
have crashed) by process p, at time t. A failure detector is a function D that maps
each failure pattern F to a set of failure detector histories, each history representing a
possible behavior of D for the failure pattern F . Given D any failure detector, F any
failure pattern, and H any history in D(F), we call H (p; t) the value of D at time t,
for process p, and history H .
In [5], several classes of failure detectors are introduced. In particular:
• P (Perfect) denotes the set of failure detectors that satisfy (1) strong completeness,
i.e., eventually every process that crashes is permanently suspected by every correct
process, and (2) strong accuracy, i.e., no process is suspected before it crashes.
• P (Eventually perfect) denotes the set of failure detectors that satisfy (1) strong
completeness, and (2) eventual strong accuracy, i.e., eventually no correct process
is suspected by any correct process.
• S (Strong) denotes the set of failure detectors that satisfy (1) strong completeness,
and (2) weak accuracy, i.e., some correct process is never suspected by any correct
process.
• S (Eventually strong) denotes the set of failure detectors that satisfy (1) strong
completeness, and (2) eventual weak accuracy, i.e., eventually some correct process
is never suspected by any correct process.
2.3. Algorithms
An algorithm is a collection A of n deterministic automata A(p) (one per process
p). In each step of an algorithm A, a process p atomically performs the following
three actions: (1) p receives a message from some process q, or a “null” message ;
(2) p queries and receives a value d from its failure detector module (d is said to
be seen by p); (3) p changes its state and sends a message (possibly null) to some
process. This third action is performed according to (a) the automaton A(p), (b) the
state of p at the beginning of the step, (c) the message received in action 1, and
(d) the value d seen by p in action 2. The message received by a process is chosen
non-deterministically among the messages in the message bu3er destined to p, and the
null message . A con9guration is a pair (I; M) where I is a function mapping each
process p to its local state, and M is a set of messages currently in the message bu3er.
A con;guration (I; M) is an initial con;guration if M = ∅ (no message is initially in the
bu3er): in this case, the states to which I maps the processes are called initial states. A
step of an algorithm A is a tuple e=(p;m; d; A), uniquely de;ned by the algorithm A,
the identity of the process p that takes the step, the message m received by p, and the
failure detector value d seen by p during the step. A step e=(p;m; d; A) is applicable
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to a con9guration (I; M) if and only if m∈M ∪ {}. The unique con;guration that
results from applying e to con;guration C =(I; M) is noted e(C).
2.4. Schedules and runs
A schedule of an algorithm A is a (possibly in;nite) sequence S = S[1]; S[2]; : : : S[k];
: : : of steps of A. A schedule S is applicable to a con;guration C if (1) S is the empty
schedule, or (2) S[1] is applicable to C, S[2] is applicable to S[1](C) (the con;guration
obtained from applying S[1] to C), etc. Given any schedule S, we denote by P(S) the
set of the processes that take at least one step in S.
A partial run of A using a failure detector D, is a tuple R= 〈F;H; C; S; T 〉 where, F
is a failure pattern, H is a failure detector history such that H ∈D(F), C is an initial
con;guration of A, T is a ;nite sequence of increasing time values, and S is a ;nite
schedule of A such that, (1) |S|= |T |, (2) S is applicable to C, and (3) for all i6|S|
where S[i] = (p;m; d; A), we have p ∈F(T [i]) and d=H (p; T [i]).
A run of A using a failure detector D, is a tuple R= 〈F;H; C; S; T 〉 where F is a
failure pattern, H is a failure detector history and H ∈D(F), C is an initial con;gura-
tion of A, S is an in;nite schedule of A, T is an in;nite sequence of increasing time
values, and in addition to the conditions above of a partial run ((1), (2) and (3)), the
two following conditions are satis;ed: (4) every correct process takes an in;nite num-
ber of steps, and (5) every message sent to a correct process q is eventually received
by q.
Let R= 〈F;H; C; S; T 〉 be a partial run of some algorithm A. We say that R′= 〈F ′; H ′;
C′; S ′; T ′〉 is an extension of R, if R′ is either a run or a partial run of A, and F ′=F ,
H ′=H , C′=C, ∀i s.t. T [1]6i6T [|T |]: S ′[i] = S[i] and T ′[i] =T [i].
3. Genuine atomic multicast
In this section, we de;ne the notion of genuine atomic multicast. Then we give a
simple example of a (non-fault-tolerant) genuine atomic multicast algorithm.
3.1. On TO-multicast and TO-delivery
We assume here that the state of each process contains, among other things, an
output bu3er, named multicast-bu<er, and an input bu3er, named delivery-bu<er. Each
of these bu3ers contains a (possibly empty) set of messages. A process p is said to
TO-multicast (total order multicast) a message m if p has m in its multicast-bu<er. A
process q is said to TO-deliver a message m if q puts m in its delivery-bu<er. Every
message m is uniquely identi;ed and contains the identity of the process that TO-
multicasts m, noted Orig(m), as well as the set of processes to which m is multicast,
noted Dst(m). It is important to notice here the distinction between the receive event
and the TO-deliver event. As we will see below, atomic multicast is de;ned on the
TO-deliver event (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Send-receive vs multicast-deliver.
For any initial state of a process p, we assume that the delivery bu<er of p is
empty. For simplicity of presentation, and without loss of generality, we assume that
all messages TO-multicast by p in some run R are in the multicast-bu<er of p in its
initial state.
3.2. Genuine atomic multicast
An algorithm A is an atomic multicast algorithm, if in every run R of A, the fol-
lowing properties are satis;ed [13]:
• Agreement: If a correct process TO-delivers a message m, then every correct process
in Dst(m) eventually TO-delivers m.
• Validity: If a correct process TO-multicasts a message m, then every correct process
in Dst(m) eventually TO-delivers m.
• Integrity: For any message m, every correct process p TO-delivers m at most once,
and only if p∈Dst(m) and m was TO-multicast by some process Orig(m).
• Pairwise total order: If two correct processes p and q TO-deliver messages m and
m′, then p TO-delivers m before m′ if and only if q TO-delivers m before m′.
The agreement, validity and integrity properties de;ne reliable multicast, and together
with the pairwise total order property, they de;ne atomic multicast. Note that there are
other de;nitions of atomic multicast (see [13]). We will discuss those de;nitions in
Section 5.
An atomic multicast algorithm A is said to be a genuine atomic multicast if, in every
run R of A, the following property is satis;ed:
• Minimality: If a correct process p sends or receives a (non null) message in run
R, then some message m is TO-multicast in R, and p∈{Orig(m)} ∪ Dst(m) (p is
either the process that TO-multicasts m, or one of the addressees of m).
The minimality property reFects the scalability of a genuine multicast algorithm.
Other aspects such as the number or the size of the messages could also be taken into
account when de;ning the scalability of a multicast algorithm (see for instance [17]).
Notice that the minimality property applies to the notion of multicast algorithm,
whether it is atomic or not. One can de;ne for instance a genuine reliable multicast
algorithm. Notice also that the minimality property applies to the multicast algorithm
and not to the underlying network. Typically, nothing would prevent the underlying
network from making a message m transit through nodes (routers) whose processes are
not the addressees of the message m (this would not violate the minimality property).
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The routing issue is related to the network topology, and not to the minimality property
of a genuine multicast algorithm.
3.3. On genuine atomic multicast algorithms
In a failure-free environment, the following algorithm (from [20]) is a genuine atomic
multicast. When a process p TO-multicasts a message m to Dst(m), p sends the
message to every member of Dst(m). Every process q∈Dst(m) that receives m, stores
m in a pending bu<er, and sends back to p a timestamp tsq(receive(m)) corresponding
to q’s current logical clock [16]. Process p then collects the timestamps from all
the processes in Dst(m), de;nes a sequence number sn(m) as the maximum of the
timestamps, and sends sn(m) to every member of Dst(m). Every process q∈Dst(m)
that receives sn(m), removes m from its pending bu<er and stores it in a delivery
bu<er. Process q TO-delivers m when (1) there is no message m′ =m in its pending
bu<er for which tsq(receive(m′))¡sn(m) and (2) there is no message m′′ =m in its
delivery bu<er for which sn(m′′)¡sn(m).
In a failure-free environment, this algorithm trivially ensures the agreement, va-
lidity, integrity and pairwise total order properties of atomic multicast. The algo-
rithm also satis;es the minimality property of a genuine atomic multicast as only
the sender Orig(m) and the members of Dst(m) take part in the protocol needed to
TO-deliver m. The algorithm does not however tolerate a single crash failure: if one
process in Dst(m) crashes while Orig(m) is waiting for the timestamps, the algorithm
blocks. The algorithm can actually be transformed to tolerate failures, but would re-
quire a perfect failure detector, or at least a failure detector that cannot be wrong about
the crash of more than one process.
There are indeed fault-tolerant multicast algorithms that do not require reliable fail-
ure detectors. Nevertheless, these algorithms are not genuine multicast. For instance,
algorithms based on Lamport’s ordering technique [16], e.g. [8], are not genuine mul-
ticast because they deliver messages according to the order de;ned by the timestamps
initially assigned to messages at multicast time. Hence, a process p can deliver a mes-
sage m, timestamped ts(m), only once p knows that it will receive no further message
m′ such that ts(m′)¡ts(m). This might require p to interact with all the processes
that can send a message to p: in the case where p can receive a message from every
process in the system, p might need to interact with the whole system. The algorithm
given in [7] also violates the minimality property of genuine atomic multicast: the de-
livery of a message m may require interacting with processes that are neither Orig(m)
nor members of Dst(m). Finally, token-based algorithms, e.g., [1], require the involve-
ment of the token holder, which may be neither Orig(m) nor a process in Dst(m),
and hence are not genuine. In the following, we address the question: can we ;nd a
genuine atomic multicast algorithm that uses a failure detector that can be wrong about
the crash of any subset of the processes in the system?
In [5], Chandra and Toueg have shown that in a system , (1) atomic broadcast can
be solved with any failure detector of class S if a majority of processes in  are
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correct, and (2) atomic broadcast can be solved with any failure detector of class S
if at least some process in  is correct. Failure detectors of class S can be unreliable
in the sense that they can be wrong about the crash of any subset of the processes
in . The same observation obviously holds for failure detectors of class S which is
weaker than S. In the following, we formally show that in a system with at least two
processes among which one can crash, results (1) and (2) do not apply to the genuine
atomic multicast problem. More generally, we show that no algorithm can solve the
genuine atomic multicast problem with failure detectors that can be wrong about the
crashes of at least two processes.
4. On unreliable failure detection
4.1. Overview
Intuitively, an unreliable failure detector D is one which can never distinguish the
situation where some process q has crashed, from the situation where q is correct, but
just very slow for example. In other words, D provides the same suspicion information
for the failure pattern where q has crashed, and the failure pattern where q is correct:
D is said to be wrong about process q. Any suspicion by D of some process q may
turn out to be false, i.e., q may actually be correct. In that sense, D is said to be
unreliable as we cannot rely on its suspicions.
We consider di3erent degrees of failure detection unreliability, according to the
number of processes on which the failure detector can be wrong. Some failure detector
D1 can for instance be wrong about one process whereas a di3erent failure detector
D2 can be wrong about two processes. For instance, the failure detector D2 cannot
distinguish the failure pattern F where processes q1 and q2 have both crashed, from
the failure pattern F ′ where only one of them has crashed, or from the failure pattern
F ′′ where neither of them has crashed.
4.2. De9nition
Roughly speaking, we say that a failure detector D is k-unreliable if D can be
wrong about k processes. Such a failure detector D may not distinguish any pair of
failure patterns F and F ′, as long as the faulty processes in F and F ′ are members of
a subset W of size k (W denotes the Wrong subset).
• Denition (k-unreliable failure detection). A failure detector D is k-unreliable if
for every failure pattern F such that |faulty(F)|6k, for every history H ∈D(F),
there is a subset W of  such that [|W |= k and faulty(F)⊆W ], for every failure
pattern F ′ such that [faulty(F ′)⊆W ], for every time ti ∈, there is a history H ′ in
D(F ′) such that [∀p∈: ∀t6ti, H ′(p; t)=H (p; t)]. 1
1 It is important to notice that (1) a k-unreliable failure detector D may also be wrong about correct
processes, i.e., W may contain correct processes; and (2) for a given failure pattern F , the set W is ;xed
(in other words, D cannot be wrong about every subset W in F : this would mean that D can be wrong
about every process).
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Consider for instance the system = {p1; p2; p3}. A failure detector D is
2-unreliable if, for instance, for every failure pattern F where p3 is correct, for every
history H in D(F), for every failure pattern F ′ where p3 is correct, at any time ti, there
is a history H ′ in D(F ′) that is equal to H up to time ti. In this case, W = {p1; p2}
and the only process about which D is not wrong is p3. Hence, at any time, D gives
the same information for a failure pattern F where both p1 and p2 have crashed, and
for a failure pattern F ′ where both of them are correct, i.e., D does not distinguish F
and F ′.
We note Uk the set (i.e., the class) of failure detectors which are k-unreliable. 2 It
is easy to see that if k ′¡k, then any failure detector that is k-unreliable is also k ′-
unreliable. However, some failure detector might be k ′-unreliable but not k-unreliable.
For instance, U3 (respectively U2) is the set of failure detectors which can be wrong
about 3 processes (respectively, 2 processes). Any failure detector of class U3 is also
of class U2.
In Section 5, we show that no failure detector of class U2 (2-unreliable) can solve
the genuine atomic multicast problem, in a system with at least two processes among
which one can crash (Proposition 2). This impossibility results consequently applies to
any failure detector class Uk , where k¿2. This impossibility result cannot be stated
with failure detectors of classes U0 or U1. Class U0 contains failure detectors which
can be wrong about the crash of at least 0 process, and hence contains failure detectors
that are perfect (i.e., of class P), which are suPcient to solve genuine atomic multicast.
Consider failure detectors that can be wrong about the crash of at most one process,
and satis;es the strong completeness property. These failure detectors are of class U1,
and it is easy to transform the algorithm sketched in Section 3.3 [20] so that it can
work with such failure detectors. Hence, class U1 contains failure detectors that can
solve the genuine atomic multicast problem.
4.3. On the unreliability of S and P
In this section, we show that, in a system with n¿1 processes (i.e., ||= n), fail-
ure detector classes S and P (and hence class S, as P⊂S) contain at
least one failure detector of class Un−1 (Proposition 1). Hence, in a system with at
least three processes (n¿3), both S and P contain at least one failure detector of
class U2.
Proposition 1. In a system with at least one correct process (n¿1); there is at least
one failure detector of class Un−1 that also belongs to classes S and P: in other
words, Un−1 ∩S∩ P = ∅.
2 It is important to notice that the notion of k-unreliable failure detector is di3erent from the notion of
k-mistaken failure detector, de;ned in [5]. Roughly speaking, a failure detector is said to be k-mistaken if
it does not make more than k false suspicions (in any history). A k-unreliable failure detector can make
more than k false suspicions, but cannot make false suspicions on more than k processes (in any history).
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Proof. To show this result, we de;ne a typical unreliable failure detector TU of
class Un−1 which satis;es the strong completeness, weak accuracy and eventual
strong accuracy properties (i.e., which belongs to classes S and P). We consider a
subset W of  such that |W |=2 and we de;ne the failure detector TU as
follows:
• Failure detector TU. For every failure pattern F; TU(F)= {H | ∃t0 ∈;∃r ∈
correct(F);∀p∈: ∀t6t0; r =∈ H (p; t) and ∀t¿t0; H (p; t)=F(t)}.
Roughly speaking, in every failure pattern F , TU might suspect all but some correct
process r until some time t0, and after time t0, TU suspects exactly the crashed
processes (TU does not suspect correct processes).
(i) We ;rst show that TU is of class Un−1.
Consider the de;nition of a (n−1)-unreliable failure detector. Consider any fail-
ure pattern F such that |correct(F)|¿1 and any history H ∈TU(F). By the
de;nition of TU, there is a time t0 ∈ and a correct process r in F such
that, in H , until time t0 no process suspects r, and after time t0 no correct
process is suspected. Consider the subset W = \ {r}, any failure pattern F ′
where r is correct, and any time ti. We construct the failure detector history H ′
such that [∀p∈: ∀t6ti; H ′(p; t)=H (p; t) and ∀t¿ti; H ′(p; t)=F ′(t)]. Hence,
in H ′, until time ti no process suspects r, and after time ti no correct process is
suspected. The history H ′ is thus in TU(F ′) which means that TU is of class
Un−1.
(ii) We show that TU satis;es the strong completeness, eventual strong accuracy, and
weak accuracy properties:
1. Strong completeness. By the de;nition of TU, for every failure pattern F , in
every history H ∈TU(F), there is a time t0 such that, for every correct process
p, for every time t¿t0; H (p; t)=F(t) (eventually every crashed process is
suspected by every correct process).
2. Eventual strong accuracy. By the de;nition of TU, in every failure pattern
F , in every history H ∈TU(F), there is a time t0 such that, for every correct
process p, for every time t¿t0; p =∈H (p; t) (as H (p; t)=F(t)). After time
t0, only crashed processes are suspected and hence no correct process is ever
suspected by any correct process.
3. Weak accuracy. By the de;nition of TU, in every failure pattern F , in
every history H ∈TU(F), there is some process r ∈ correct(F), such that
∀p∈; ∀t ∈: r =∈ H (p; t), i.e., there is some correct process r that no pro-
cess ever suspects.
TU is thus of classes Un−1, S and P.
5. The impossibility result
In the following, we show that in a system with at least two processes among which
one can crash, no algorithm using a 2-unreliable failure detector can solve the genuine
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atomic multicast problem. We ;rst give an intuitive idea of the proof (Section 5.1),
then we describe it in detail (Section 5.2) and ;nally we discuss its consequences and
generality (Sections 5.3 and 5.4).
5.1. The impossibility result: proof overview
The basic idea of the proof is the following. It is by contradiction: we assume that
there is some genuine atomic multicast algorithm A using a 2-unreliable failure detec-
tor, and we exhibit a run of A where two processes TO-deliver two messages m and
m′ in di3erent orders. More precisely, we consider a message m which is TO-multicast
to a destination set Dst(m) and a message m′ which is TO-multicast to a destination
set Dst(m′), such that Dst(m)∩Dst(m′)= {q1; q2}. Then we exhibit a partial run R
of A in which no process crashes, but (1) the processes of Dst(m) think that q2 has
crashed and then TO-deliver m, whereas (2) the processes of Dst(m′) think that q1 has
crashed and then TO-deliver m′. As a consequence, process q1 TO-delivers m but
not m′, whereas q2 TO-delivers m′ but not m, violating the properties of atomic
multicast.
In the following, we give an intuitive idea of how such a run R is built. For presenta-
tion generality, we consider a scenario where each destination set contains several cor-
rect processes. We assume that Orig(m)=p1; Dst(m)= {r1; p1; q1; q2}; Orig(m′)=p2
and Dst(m′)= {q1; q2; p2; r2}.
5.1.1. Building a partial run where q2 does not TO-deliver m
Consider the case where only m is TO-multicast and all the processes of Dst(m) are
correct, except q2 which initially crashes. By the validity property of atomic multicast,
there is a partial run R1 where, except q2, the processes of Dst(m) (including q1) TO-
deliver m (see Fig. 2). By the minimality property of a genuine multicast, no process
outside Dst(m) sends or receives any message.
5.1.2. Building a partial run where q1 does not TO-deliver m′
Consider now the case where only m′ is TO-multicast and all the processes of
Dst(m′) are correct, except q1 which initially crashes. By the validity property of atomic
multicast, there is a partial run R2 where, except q1, the processes of Dst(m′) (including
q2) TO-deliver m′ (Fig. 3). By the minimality property of a genuine multicast, no
process outside Dst(m′) sends or receives any message.
5.1.3. Building run R by composing R1 and R2
The basic idea behind building the partial run R (Fig. 4), is to show that both the
scenario of processes r1, p1 and q1 in run R1, and the scenario of processes q2; p2
and r2 in run R2 can occur in a single failure-free run R. Hence, in R; q1 TO-delivers
m without TO-delivering m′ whereas q2 TO-delivers m′ without TO-delivering m: a
contradiction with the properties of atomic multicast.
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Fig. 2. In run R1, except q2, all members of Dst(m) TO-deliver m.
Fig. 3. In run R2, except q1, all members of Dst(m′) TO-deliver m′.
Fig. 4. In Run R, q1 TO-delivers m but not m′, whereas q2 TO-delivers m′ but not m.
5.2. Proof of the impossibility result
Lemma 1 below (Section 5.2.1) characterizes algorithms that satisfy the validity and
minimality properties of atomic multicast. Roughly speaking, this lemma states that
any genuine atomic multicast algorithm allows partial runs such as R1 in Fig. 2 and R2
in Fig. 3. Lemma 2 (Section 5.2.2) characterizes algorithms that satisfy the agreement
and pairwise total order properties of atomic multicast. Roughly speaking, this lemma
states that a partial run such as R in Fig. 4 is not acceptable for any atomic multicast
algorithm. Proposition 2 (Section 5.2.3) states our impossibility result: we prove the
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result by showing that with the 2-unreliable failure detector de;nition (Section 4) and
Lemma 1, we build a partial run such as R in Fig. 4, in contradiction with Lemma 2.
5.2.1. On validity and minimality
Lemma 1. Let A be any genuine atomic multicast algorithm using any failure detector
D; C be any initial con9guration where exactly one message m is TO-multicast by
some process p in Dst(m); q =p be any process in Dst(m); t0 be any time in ; F
be any failure pattern where q crashes at time t0 and all other processes are correct,
and H be any history in D(F). There is a partial run of A; R= 〈F;H; C; S; T 〉 such
that, T [1]= t0; every process r ∈Dst(m) − {q} TO-delivers m; and no process s =∈
Dst(m)− {q} takes any step in R.
Proof. In F , all processes are correct except q which crashes at time t0. By the validity
property of atomic multicast, for any failure detector history H in D(F), there is a
partial run QR= 〈F;H; C; QS; QT 〉 of A, such that (1) QT [1]= t0 (in asynchronous systems,
steps can be arbitrarily delayed), (2) QS[1] is a step taken by a process in Dst(m) (the
process that takes the ;rst step can be arbitrarily chosen), and (3) every process in
Dst(m) − {q} TO-delivers m. As q has crashed at time t0, then q has not taken any
step in QT [1]. By the minimality property of genuine atomic multicast, in QS no process
in  − Dst(m) sends or receives any non null message.
Let S be the restriction of QS to the steps taken by the processes in Dst(m) and
T the sequence of times corresponding to the events taken in QS by the processes in
Dst(m). As (1) QS is applicable to C, (2) S is obtained by removing from QS the steps
taken by the processes that are not in Dst(m), and (3) these steps correspond only to
null messages, then S is also applicable to C. Hence, the partial run R= 〈F;H; C; S; T 〉
is also a partial run of A. In R, (1) T [1]= t0, (2) every process r ∈Dst(m) − {q}
TO-delivers m, and (3) no process s ∈ Dst(m)− {q} takes any step in R.
5.2.2. On agreement and pairwise total order
Lemma 2. Let A be any atomic multicast algorithm, R be any partial run of A where
two messages m and m′ are TO-multicast, and q1; q2 be any pair of correct processes
in Dst(m)∩Dst(m′). If there is a time t1 at which q1 has TO-delivered m but not m′;
then there is no time t2 at which q2 has TO-delivered m′ but not m.
Proof (By contradiction). Assume that there is a time t1 at which q1 has TO-delivered
m but not m′, and a time t2 at which q2 has TO-delivered m′ but not m. Let R∞ be
any run which is an extension of R. By the agreement property of atomic multicast,
as q1 and q2 are correct then, in R∞, eventually q1 TO-delivers m′ and eventually q2
TO-delivers m1. Hence, in R∞, there is a time at which q1 and q2 have TO-delivered
both m and m′, but in di3erent orders: in contradiction with the pairwise total order
property of atomic multicast.
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5.2.3. The imposibility result
Proposition 2 (Impossibility result). In a system with at least two processes among
which one can crash, there exists no genuine atomic multicast algorithm that uses a
2-unreliable failure detector.
Notation. In the following, we denote partial runs by R= 〈F;H; (I [0]; M [0]); S; T 〉;
(I; M) denotes the sequence of con;gurations of R; (I [0]; ∅) denotes an initial con;gu-
ration (i.e., a set of initial states and an empty set of messages); S[1](I [0]; ∅)= (I [1];
M [1]); S[2](I [1]; M [1])= (I [2]; M [2]), etc; P(S) denotes the set of processes that have
taken at least one step in S, and I |P(S) denotes the set of initial states of the processes in
P(S). Given S* (respectively, T*) and S+ (respectively, T+) two ;nite-event sequences
(respectively, time sequences), S* :S+ (respectively, T*:T+) denotes the concatenation of
S* and S+ (respectively, of T* and T+).
Proof (By contradiction). Assume a genuine atomic multicast algorithm A using a
2-unreliable failure detector D in a system  with at least two processes among which
one can crash.
Consider the failure pattern F* where q2 crashes at time 0 and all other processes
are correct. Let H* be any history in D(F*). By the de;nition of a 2-unreliable failure
detector (Section 4.2), there is a pair of processes q1 and q2 in  such that for every
failure pattern F ′ where all processes outside {q1; q2} are correct, for every time ti ∈,
there is a history H ′ in D(F ′) such that [∀p∈: ∀t6ti; H ′(p; t)=H (p; t)] (the set
of processes for which D is wrong is W = {q1; q2}).
Let m be a message TO-multicast by a process in Dst(m) − {q2} (to the subset
Dst(m)) and m′ be a message TO-multicast by a process in Dst(m′) − {q1} (to the
subset Dst(m′)), such that {q1; q2}=Dst(m)∩Dst(m′).
Let (I*[0]; ∅) be some initial con;guration where only the message m is TO-multicast.
By Lemma 1, there is a partial run of A denoted by R1 = 〈F*; H*; (I*[0]; M*[0]); S*;
T*〉, such that T*[1]= 0, the processes in Dst(m)−{q2} TO-deliver m, and no process
outside Dst(m)−{q2} takes any step. Hence, in R* process q1 TO-delivers m whereas
q2 does not.
In F* all processes but q2 are correct. Consider the failure pattern F+ where q1
crashes at time 0 and all other processes are correct. Consider time T*[|T*|]. By the
2-unreliable failure detection de;nition, there is a failure detector history H+ ∈D(F+),
such that for every t6T*[|T*|], for every process p∈; H*(p; t)=H+(p; t).
Let (I+[0]; ∅) be some initial con;guration where only the message m′ is TO-
multicast. By Lemma 1, there is a partial run of A denoted by R2 = 〈F+; H+; (I+[0];
M+[0]); S+; T+〉, such that T+[1]=T*[|T*|] + 1, the processes in Dst(m) − {q1} TO-
deliver m′, and no process outside Dst(m)−{q1} takes any step. Hence, in R2 process
q2 TO-delivers m′ whereas q1 does not. (Note that run R2 starts right after R1 ends.)
Consider F the failure pattern where all processes (including q1 and q2) are cor-
rect. Consider time T+[|T+|]. By the de;nition of a 2-unreliable failure detector, there
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is a history H ∈D(F), such that for every t6T+[|T+|] and every process p∈,
H (p; t)=H+(p; t).
Let (I*;M*) be the sequence of con;gurations of R1 and (I+;M+) be the sequence
of con;gurations of R2. As R1 is a partial run of A, then S* is applicable to (I*[0]; ∅).
As P(S*)=Dst(m) − {q2}, and P(S+)=Dst(m′) − {q1}, we have P(S*)∩P(S+)= ∅
(i.e., no process of P(S*) takes any step in S+, and no process of P(S+) takes any
step in S*). As S* is applicable to (I*[0]; ∅), and S+ is applicable to (I+; ∅), then S*
is also applicable to (I*|P(S*) ∪ I+|P(S+); ∅), S+ is also applicable to (I*|P(S*) ∪ I+|P(S+); ∅),
and S*:S+[|S*|]|P(S+) = I+|P(S+) (i.e., the processes of P(S+) keep the same state after
S*). As we have T*[|T*|]¡T+[1] and all processes are correct in F , then R= 〈F;H;
(I*|P(S*) ∪ I+|P(S+); ∅); S*:S+; T*:T+〉 is a partial run of A. In R, q1 TO-delivers m but not
m′ whereas q2 TO-delivers m′ but not m and q1; q2 ∈Dst(m) ∩ Dst(m′): a contradiction
with Lemma 2.
5.3. Genuine atomic multicast harder than atomic broadcast
A corollary of Proposition 1 (Section 4.3) and our impossibility result (Proposition 2
in Section 5.2), is that genuine atomic multicast cannot be solved with failure detector
classes S or P, in a system with at least three processes. Hence, genuine atomic
multicast is strictly harder than atomic broadcast (which was shown to be solvable
using failure detector classes S or P [5]).
5.4. On the generality of the impossibility result
We discuss below the generality of the impossibility result with respect to alternative
de;nitions of genuine atomic multicast and stronger assumptions about the number of
correct processes in destination sets.
5.4.1. On atomic multicast de9nition
Our impossibility result also applies to a weaker form of genuine atomic multicast
where we would not require the integrity property to be satis;ed (e.g., even if a pro-
cess is allowed to TO-deliver the same message twice). Indeed, our proof relies on
agreement, validity, pairwise total order and minimality properties of genuine atomic
multicast, but never uses the integrity property. Our impossibility result also applies to
the stronger de;nition of genuine atomic multicast presented in [17], which requires
scalability, not only in terms of the number of processes involved in a multicast pro-
tocol, but also in terms of the number and size of messages involved in the protocol.
Finally, our impossibility result also applies to stronger de;nitions of atomic multicast
presented in [13]. Among these de;nitions are those which consider uniform versions of
the agreement and pairwise total order properties, or which consider global total order,
and uniform global total order properties. There is however a property, called local
total order, that is weaker than the pairwise total order property we have considered.
The local total order property ensures that messages sent to the same destination set
are totally ordered, but provides no guarantee for messages in intersecting sets. Our
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impossibility result does not apply to this property. Indeed, with a weaker de;nition
based on local total order, genuine atomic multicast can be implemented using the
atomic broadcast algorithm of Chandra and Toueg described in [5]. Hence all results
on solving atomic broadcast with unreliable failure detection also apply to atomic
multicast. To summarize, among the ordering properties of [13], the de;nition we have
considered uses the weakest property for which our impossibility result holds.
5.4.2. On the number of correct processes
Assuming a majority of correct processes in every destination set is not suPcient
to circumvent our impossibility result. This would mean, if f denotes the maximum
number of processes which can crash, that the properties of genuine atomic mul-
ticast are ensured in every run where, for every message m that is TO-multicast,
|Dst(m)|¿2f. Consider the scenario of Fig. 4 (Section 5.1). Assume that up to 1 pro-
cess can crash (i.e., f=1). Even if we assume that each of Dst(m1)= {r1; p1; q1; q2}
and Dst(m2)= {q1; q2; p2; r2} contains three correct processes (which is the case in the
scenario), process q1 TO-delivers m1 without even receiving m2 and process q2 TO-
delivers m2 without even receiving m1. This is actually conveyed by the proof, which
does not preclude the existence of a majority of correct processes both in Dst(m) or
in Dst(m′).
6. Circumventing the impossibility result
In the previous sections, we have considered a general multicast model where any
process in the system can TO-multicast messages to any subset of the processes in
the system. In this section, we restrict this model by considering TO-multicast to sets
of non-intersecting process groups, rather than to individual processes. We assume
furthermore that for every group g, a majority of g’s members are correct, i.e., each
group acts as a logically correct entity, despite the fact that individual processes can
crash. This model does not preclude the possibility of a group of size one, as long as
the process inside that group is correct. We discuss below how our restricted model
enables us to circumvent the impossibility result.
We ;rst point out in Section 6.1 a practical use of a TO-multicast primitive to sets of
non-intersecting process groups. Then we discuss in Section 6.2 two ways of circum-
venting the impossibility result, i.e., two implementations of genuine atomic multicast.
Both implementations are extensions of Skeen’s (non-fault-tolerant) algorithm sketched
in Section 3.3 [20].
6.1. A practical use of TO-multicast to multiple disjoint groups
6.1.1. Static transactions on replicated objects
Multiple groups g; g′; g′′; : : : typically represent multiple replicated objects, one per
group. Whereas TO-multicast to one single group allows us only to model independent
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operations, TO-multicast to multiple groups links multiple operations together. This
corresponds to the well known concept of transaction. Consider a simple applica-
tion where (1) a group g manages a bank account #1; (2) a group g′ manages a
bank account #2; (3) an operation op represents the withdrawal of $100 from bank
account #1; and (4) an operation op′ represents the deposit of $100 to bank account
#2 [19].
Performing the two operations op and op′ in the context of one transaction means
speci;cally that no operation can observe a state such that op has been performed
and not op′ (or vice versa). This can be easily achieved by building the message
m=((op; g); (op′; g′)), and by TO-multicasting m to g∪ g′. After the TO-delivery of
m, the members of g perform the operation op, while the members of g′ perform the
operation op′.
6.1.2. On the assumption of non-intersecting process groups
When groups are used for replication, the members of a group g share a common
state, denoted by gs: every member of g has its own copy of the state gs. Assuming
non-intersecting groups means that the state of any two processes p and p′, members
of two di3erent groups, must be empty.
If we consider the previous bank account example, the assumption of non-intersecting
process groups does not mean that every group can manage only a single replicated
bank account. In fact, every group can manage many bank accounts, as long as the
sets of accounts managed by di3erent groups do not intersect.
It is important to notice that without the assumption of non-intersecting process
groups, nothing would prevent the scenario of our impossibility proof (Section 5.2.3),
e.g., Dst(m)= g1, Dst(m′)= g2, g1 ∩ g2 = {q1; q2}, and any of q1 and q2 can crash.
Assuming TO-multicast to sets of non-intersecting process groups, each group acting
as a logically correct entity (i.e., among every group members a majority is correct),
means that any intersection of two destination sets is made of logically correct entities,
e.g., Dst(m)= {g1; g3}, Dst(m′)= {g2; g3} and only a minority of g3’s members can
crash (in contrast to the scenario of our impossibility proof where any of {q1; q2} can
crash, i.e., there is no majority of correct processes).
6.2. Implementation of genuine TO-multicast to multiple groups
The two genuine TO-multicast implementations presented here are extensions of
Skeen’s algorithm (see Section 3.3), which we recall below. Given a message m TO-
multicast to Dst(m), the principle of Skeen’s algorithm is the following:
1. every process p in Dst(m) attaches a timestamp tsp(m) to m;
2. the timestamps tsx(m) of all the processes in Dst(m) are used to compute the se-
quence number sn(m) of message m: sn(m) is set to the maximum of the timestamps
tsx(m);
3. the messages are TO-delivered in the order de;ned by their sequence numbers.
In the context of TO-multicast to multiple groups, this general principle can be adapted
in two ways. Let m be a message TO-multicast to Dst(m), where Dst(m) is a set of
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groups:
• Solution 1. Each group g in Dst(m) independently computes a group timestamp
tsg(m), using a consensus protocol. The sequence number sn(m) is then set to the
maximum of all group timestamps tsg(m) (see Section 6.2.1); 3
• Solution 2. As in Skeen’s protocol, the timestamp tsp(m) is de;ned by each indi-
vidual process p in Dst(m). The sequence number sn(m) is then computed using a
consensus protocol among the set of processes in Dst(m) (see Section 6.2.2).
The key di3erence between the two solutions is related to the use of a consensus
protocol. In Solution 1, consensus is part of the ;rst step of the protocol (it is a local
computation inside each group g of a timestamp tsg(m)). In Solution 2, consensus
appears in the second step of the protocol (it is a global computation among all groups
in Dst(m) of a sequence number sn(m)).
6.2.1. Solution 1: one consensus per group g to compute the group timestamp tsg(m)
Consider m TO-multicast to Dst(m), where Dst(m) is a set of non-intersecting
groups:
• Every group g in Dst(m) ;rst computes a group timestamp tsg(m);
• The sequence number sn(m) is then set to the maximum of all the group timestamps
tsg(m).
The computation of the group timestamp tsg(m) by group g can be implemented using
a Local-TO-multicast of m to g, ensuring local total order inside g. Let message m be
Local-TO-multicast to g, and assume that the only event that increments the logical
clock of any process p in g is the Local-TO-delivery of m. The group timestamp tsg(m)
can thus be de;ned as the logical clock value of the event Local-TO-delivery(m). All
the processes of some group g Local-TO-deliver m in the same order and hence all
the processes of g agree on the same timestamp tsg(m). The Local-TO-multicast of
m to any group g can be implemented using the Chandra–Toueg atomic broadcast
protocol [5] inside g, which is itself based on a reduction to a consensus protocol.
Thus, Solution 1 requires the consensus problem to be solvable within each individual
group g of the system. Examples of conditions for solving consensus on any group g
are: (1) a majority of g’s members are correct, and (2) the failure detector is of class
P. Assumption (2) ensures that any subsystem g has a failure detector of class S,
which was shown to be suPcient to solve consensus in a system with a majority of
correct processes [5].
6.2.2. Solution 2: one consensus in Dst(m) to compute the sequence number sn(m)
Given n the number of groups in Dst(m), Solution 1 involves n consensus protocols
(one consensus protocol inside each group). Solution 2, presented below, involves one
consensus protocol, however among a larger number of processes. In both cases, a
process participates at most in one consensus protocol.
3 This solution has been suggested by an anonymous reviewer. The same solution is presented in [21].
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Consider m TO-multicast to Dst(m), where Dst(m) is a set of non-intersecting
groups:
• Each member p of a group g in Dst(m), when receiving m, attaches a timestamp
tsp(m) to m. Contrary to Solution 1, reception is not ordered here, which means that
two members p and p′ of the same group g, can attach two di3erent timestamps
to m.
• Once a process p has its timestamp tsp(m), p then sends tsp(m) to all the processes
in Dst(m). Process p then waits to get the timestamp tsx(m) from a majority of
processes of every group in Dst(m). These timestamps are used by p to de;ne its
initial value prop-snp(m) for a consensus protocol to decide on the sequence number
sn(m): prop-snp(m) is set to the maximum of all timestamps tsx(m) received by p.
• The sequence number sn(m) is the decision of the consensus protocol among the
processes in Dst(m).
The details of this solution can be found in [17], which improves the idea originally
presented in [11]. In order to ensure that consensus is solvable among the processes
in Dst(m), the solution assumes that among the group members, a majority is correct,
and the failure detector is of class P.
7. Summary
Firstly, we have introduced the notion of genuine atomic multicast. This notion
leads to a better understanding of the di3erence between atomic multicast and atomic
broadcast, and to a clear distinction between genuine atomic multicast algorithms and
feigned genuine atomic multicast algorithms.
Secondly, we have de;ned what it means for a failure detector to be k-unreliable, and
using this de;nition, we have shown that, in a system with at least two processes among
which one can crash, genuine atomic multicast cannot be solved with an algorithm that
uses a 2-unreliable failure detector. Such failure detectors are those which can be wrong
about at least two processes in the system. This result explains why atomic multicast
algorithms proposed in the literature either (1) are not fault-tolerant, e.g. [20], (2)
require reliable failure detection, e.g. [2, 10, 14], (3) ensure only local total order, e.g.
[3], or (4) are not genuine multicast algorithms [7, 1, 8]. A simple corollary of this
result is that genuine atomic multicast is strictly harder than atomic broadcast.
Finally, we have presented a way to circumvent the impossibility result, by assuming
that messages are only multicast to sets of disjoint process groups (rather than to sets
of individual processes), each group acting as a logically correct entity. In this context,
we have sketched two genuine atomic multicast algorithms that tolerate failures and
do not require reliable failure detection.
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